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@AnonymousIRC is acting suspiciously and has clearly changed identities over the last 2 months. We make no other allegation.
wikileaks 1 day ago

@wikileaks the plot thickens. should we release all syria and stratfor files now? i think not. play your game. #Anonymous
AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

Whoever is behind @AnonymousIRC and is trying to get people to use insecure proxies and storage facilities is foolish, malicious or both.
wikileaks 1 day ago

@wikileaks Lolwat, you srs? I think you just killed Wikileaks for good. R.I.P. We always admired the idea but your Ego killed it. #Anonymous
AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

Who handed you Stratfor, Syria? How much did you release? 0.01% Yes, we are mad. Furiously mad. We don't want no Ego show!
AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

What we think: Matters not much. Record our timeline now. Think for yourself.
Something is not right.
#Anonymous
AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

Remember this: They love to play Divide & Conquer. Let us not get caught in this, whoever is who on Twitter. Trust nobody.
AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

The original @AnonymousIRC holder was far too tech savvy to be telling people to use insecure proxies and file stores.
wikileaks 1 day ago

Twitter fun at late night. So who pwned @wikileaks?
AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

We say: Full Disclosure. Fuck your trickling of data, 25 years timeline to release? Nah, thanks. Information is free. Expect it.
#Anonymous
AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

I'm nobody; you don't see me. NeilPaynter
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Well, if you are think we are Feds: Please avoid all of Anonymous. Anonops, Voxanon, and everything related. We all are Feds "yawn"

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

To be clear: We do not want to stab Wikileaks. We are allied. But, get your act together. If not, at least don't try to call us out. Lame.

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

@Wikileaks <- We consider this account being compromised until proven otherwise. #Anonymous

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

So if Anonymous and Wikileaks are battling, what should you learn? Learn yourself. Find the facts! Educate yourself. Battle with us!

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

Compromised Account: @Wikileaks

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

Please feel free to check history of our both accounts, but @Wikileaks, wtf? This was not you.

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

Meh, yah. we lub you all. @Kallisti and @Wikileaks and the whole lot. BUT... drama sells better. Never been in marketing?

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

We will never be divided. As for Julian, watch his shows, he gets money for it, to pay his lawyers. We want dirty war, no? "we" are honest.

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

Honestly, @Wikileaks: Release ALL Syrian mails. Release ALL Stratfor mails. And not in 2025. Gain back some respect, plox. #Anonymous

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

It's simple: Have no names and there is no Ego. Have no accounts and there is no money. Forget that shit and do what you think is right!

AnonymousIRC 1 day ago

The aftermath: We do not care. We will walk our own path. We have grown beyond Wikileaks, whatever they will decide to do. #Anonymous

AnonymousIRC 23 hours ago

So if Wikileaks wants to go their own path, we'll watch them as they go. With no leaks and no submission system for 2 years. Good Luck!

AnonymousIRC 23 hours ago

Wikileaks, didn't your mother teach you to not shit where you eat? It seems not, so you have to be shown why it isn't a good idea. #Anonymous

AnonymousIRC 22 hours ago

We'll leave this subject for good now. And focus on what is important. Sorry for the turbulences. #Anonymous

AnonymousIRC 22 hours ago

Yes, we are Feds and we will arrest you all on Twitter! *rollseyes*

AnonymousIRC 21 hours ago

Many anons allegedly face prison for protecting us or persuing our ideals. We owe them a duty of care. Which is why... wikileaks 17 hours ago

Content from Twitter
...we will not tolerate, after seeing Sabu's court records and the reality of FBI entrapment, the promotion of plausible honeytrap proxies.

wikileaks 17 hours ago